
 
A metaformance by JaiVal  - Jaime del Val - Reverso 
www.jaival.org - www.microsex.org - www.elpredicador.org 

 

JaiVal is an extraterrestrial agent/preacher who is on planet Earth in a 

secret mission of dissemination of alien affects (microaffects/microsexes). 
Amongst the documents revealed by wikileaks the most secret and disturbing is an extraterrestrial top 

secret transmission intercepted by the CIA, transcribed and published here: http://version.org/textuals/show/21. 
In this transmission the microsex adventures of alien cyborg agent JaiVal, or DelVal, are revealed.  

The agent induces affective disalignments amongst humans to give start to metahumankind. An 
unprecedented Earth Odyssey in 2014. 
 

Microsexes/Microaffects/Microtimes/Microspaces is a laboratory of perception that inverts the millenia long 

tradition of perceptual alignment (euclidean space, renaissance perspective, ubiquitous cameras) which is at the basis of 
global surveillance culture, control society and capitalism at large. 

Through placing surveillance cameras on the skin, looking at the skin, while the voice is electronically processed 
live, the body moves through a new mode of selfperception induced by the amorphous bodylandscapes "seen" by the 
cameras and projected on walls, and the amorphous soundscape of the spatialised electronically processed voice. The eyes 
are no longer in the face, they disseminate on the skin. Vision has no longer a fixed framing, fixity, focus or ditance, it has 
become haptic, tactile, amorphous. The perceptual framework of the dualistic cartesian subject falls appart. Platonic 
transcedence of forms dissolves in permanent amorphogenesis. Surveillance collapses in the realm of the amorphous.  

Hovering on the frontier of the intelligible, this metaformance fosters intimate one-to-one encounters where the 
participant experiences herself this transformation of perception in which morphology, identity, and fixed meaning 
disseminate in endless incipient potentials, microsexes, opening to the realm of the unspeakable: a thousand postintimate 
affects and posthuman sexes emerge in a thousand non linear modes of temporality and spatiality, the body becomes an 
emergent nonhuman species, a body of microperceptions. 

 

Request of home services - 16th-20th July 2014 in Madrid 

 
I request a performance/metaformance by JaiVal (Jaime del Val - Reverso) in the following 
Address: 

 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
at the following time: 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
I request a performance/metaformance by JaiVal (Jaime del Val - Reverso) in the private consulting 
room of the agent (details and address to be confirmed by email or phone)  at 11pm - choose day 

below:  
 

Wednesday 16  
July  at  11pm 

Thrusday 17th 
July at 11pm 

Friday 18th 
July at 11pm 

Saturday 19th 
July at 11pm 

Sunday 20th 
 July at 11pm 

     
 
Name and contact address (email, phone)         -       Signature 
 
 
_____________________________________            ______________________________ 
 
 

The conditions and time of the service will be discussed by email or phone with the Agent. 
 

Send this signed request to: cyborgdelval@gmail.com 
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